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In the article, based on the sources of the study of the 
history of the city of Ganja, reaching into deeper antiquity, 
shows the economic and cultural development of the city in the 
Middle Ages. Information about defensive fortresses, markets, 
squares, channels, samples of Ganja architecture attracts 
attention. Referring to some sources, the article states that 
the history of this city dates back to ancient times. Thus, on 
the basis of archaeological materials and ancient sources, the 
city of Ganja was formed as a city 3000-4000 years ago.The 
article shows that in the IV-I millennium BC, Ganja served as 
a powerful trading center linking the shopping centers of the 
Middle East and Western Asia. Also referred to the resettlement 
of the city, the heroic struggle of the urban population against 
foreigners, the formation of national and moral values. At the 
same time, the development of Ganja as an ancient cultural 
center, its craftsmanship, architecture and texture were widely 
studied. The article also provides interesting information about 
clothes and jewelry belonging to Ganja people and contains 
interesting information about the ethnicity of the Ganja people.
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